
1. Referring to replies to questions from the Joint Economic Com
mittee published in "Monetary Policy and the Management of the Public 
Debt," Senate Document No. 123, 82d Congress, 2d Session, Part I, pages 
304-338, bring data on earnings and expenses up to date. Discuss any 
changes in procedures or developments in the matter of budgetary or audit 
control subsequent to filing of earlier statement January 29, 1952. 

Earnings and expenses of the Federal Reserve Banks and expenses 

of the Board for the years 1951-56 are shown in the attached Annual Reports 

on the pages indicated below0 

Annual Reports 
Earnings and expenses 
of Reserve 3anks 

Pages 62-63 

Expenses of Board 
of Governors 

1951 

Earnings and expenses 
of Reserve 3anks 

Pages 62-63 Pages 50-51 

1952 Pages 58-59 Page 46 

1953 Pages 66-67 Page 54 

1954 Pages 70-71 Page 59 

1955 Pages 66-67 Page 55 

1956 Pages 80-81 Page 69 

The fundamental situation with respect to the budget and audit 

control of the Board of Governors and the Federal Reserve Banks was stated 

in the Senate document referred to above, as follows: 

"As indicated in answers to other questions, the functions and 
responsibilities of the Board of Governors are such that Congress 
has provided that they be carried out with a maximum exercise of 
independent discretion and judgment. Accordingly, the expenses and 
other accounts of the Board and the Federal Reserve Banks are not 
subject to any budgetary or audit control of any other agency of 
the Government. If through some measure of control over its 
finances another agency of Government were empowered to restrict 
operations which the reserve banking system deemed essential for the 
discharge of its statutory duties, there obviously would result a 
substitution of judgment of such other agency of Government for that 
of the reserve banking system, with a consequent and growing loss of 
effectiveness on the part of that instrumentality* 

"The most important element in the control of expenses is the 
policy determination of the purposes for which the funds of the 
Board and the Federal Reserve Banks will be spent. It is believed 
that existing budget and other procedures provide an effective 
basis upon which these determinations can be made* The expenses 
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1# (continued) -2-

of the Board of Governors have never been subjected to budgetary 
control by any other agency of the Government and the expenses 
of the Federal Reserve Banks have been subject only to the super
vision of the Board of Governors as the supervisory agency of the 
reserve banking system of the United States. This arrangement 
has resulted in the maintenance by the Board and the Federal 
Reserve Banks of competent staffs which have been selected on the 
basis of training and experience and without regard to other con
siderations. The operations of the Board and the Banks have been 
conducted on an efficient, businesslike basis, and policy deci
sions have not been influenced in any v;a,y by the possibility that 
the budget of the Board or the Banks would be reduced or otheric;,se 
restricted because of decisions which, while sound from a credit 
and monetary standpoint, might be unpopular•" 

As you know, there are included in the Financial Institutions Act, 

as recommended by the Board of Governors, provisions which would require 

the Board (a) to have its accounts audited annually by a firm of certified 

public accountants and reports of such audits would be submitted to the 

Banking and Currency Committees of the Congress, and (b) to take measures 

to assure that examinations of the Federal Reserve Banks meet the highest 

standards of commercial audits and the Board would be authorized to arrange 

for review by certified public accountants of the adequacy of the procedures 

and techniques followed in the examination of the Reserve Banks. These 

provisions would write into the law the present practices of the Board. 

The bill would also provide that copies of the reports of examination of the 

Federal Reserve Banks would be transmitted promptly to the Banking and Cur

rency Committees of the Congress. 

The changes in the budget and audit procedures of the Board of 

Governors and the Federal Reserve Banks from those set forth in the Senate 

document referred to above are as follows: 
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1. (continued) -3-

Board of Governors 

Budgetary, On August 1, 1953, the Board instituted the position 

of Controller, in accordance with a suggestion by the public accounting 

firm retained by the Board to audit its expenses and accounts. The Con

troller is responsible for (a) the formulation of the Board's budget and 

(b) the execution of the budget. In addition, the Controller is held 

accountable for the receipt and disbursement of the Board's funds; for 

maintaining the Board's accounts and pay roll records; for reviewing and 

for conducting studies and analyses of day-to-day expenditures; and for 

the review of all vacancies to determine whether positions should be filled. 

Further changes have been made in the budgetary procedure of the 

Board to provide for the submission of budgets of the divisions of the 

Board to a Board Member to whom is assigned responsibility for internal 

operations. The budgets thus submitted are reviewed in detail by the 

Controller and discussed by him with the assigned Board Member. Following 

this review, the budget is submitted to the Board by the Board Member in 

charge of internal operations with recommendations. Each year the Board 

reviews the budget procedure and determines in what manner and detail the 

budget for the succeeding year will be prepared and presented. 

Audit. The Board, beginning with the calendar year 1952, insti

tuted the audit of its accounts by a firm of qualified public accountants 

in order that there be no question as to the independent nature of these 

audits. No restrictions have been placed by the Board upon the firm as 

to the scope of the audit or the manner in which it is to be conducted, 

and it is understood by the public accounting firm that the audit will be 

as extensive and in such manner as appears to the firm to be desirable in 

accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. 
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1. (continued) -4-

The Boardfs expenses and accounts were audited twice in 1952, 

with one of the audits being a surprise audit. However, in 1953, Arthur 

Andersen & Co., the public accounting firm retained at that time, 

expressed the view, because of the nature of the opere>Lions of the Board, 

the accounting procedures and the internal control established and 

effectively operating, that an audit on an annual bacis, preferably to 

coincide with the calendar year, was often enough. Accordingly, beginning 

with 1953^ this audit has been once a year for the calendar year. The 

Board plans to change periodically the public accounting firm that audits 

its expenses and accounts. 

The certificate of the public accounting firm covering the audit 

is included in the Board1s annual report to Congress, and copies of the 

audit reports are forwarded to the Senate and House Banking and Currency 

Committees, 

Federal Reserve Banks 

Budget experience reports» Prior to 1954 the budget procedure 

provided that the Board should be advised in advance whenever it appeared 

that expenditures for any of the object or functional classifications 

would exceed the budget by more than 5P5>000 or 10 per cent, whichever was 

the less, and that such advice was to include the probable amount of the 

excess and the reasons therefor. Experience with this arrangement proved 

unsatisfactory, largely because some of the excesses did not become 

apparent until shortly before the end of the year and the reports thereof 

to the Board accordingly served no useful purpose. 

In view of these circumstances the procedure was changed beginning 

in 1954 to provide that, in lieu of advising the Board of budget excesses as 
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1. (continued) ~5~ 

they became apparent, each Bank would prepare after the end of the jrear a 

budget experience report showing a comparison of the budget estimates with 

actual costs and give a full explanation of any significant differences. 

The procedure provides that this report is to be reviewed and approved by 

the senior management and the Board of Directors of the Bank before it is 

submitted to the Board of Governors. 

Monthly Expense reports. The 1952 Senate document indicated that-

each of the 12 Federal Reserve Banks and 24 branches submitted a monthly 

expense report showing total and reimbursable expenses by objects (such as 

salaries, traveling, and postage). Beginning in 1953 the breakdown of 

reimbursable expenses by objects x̂/as discontinued, and in lieu thereof 

there was substituted a quarterly breakdown of reimbursable expenses by 

activities (such as for the Treasury Department, Post Office Department, 

etCo). The latter information was found to be more useful than the object 

breakdown. 

I 
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2. With respect to each of the 10 years preceding December 31, 1956, 
state what use has been made of the powers granted by the Federal Reserve 
Act -

Section 13, paragraph 2: 

paragraph 3: 

paragraph 4• 
paragraph 6: 
paragraph 7• 
paragraph 13t 

Section 13a,paragraph 1: 

paragraph 2: 

paragraph 3 * 

- paragraph 4* 
Section 13b,paragraph 1: 

paragraph 2: 

Section 14, paragraph 1: 

paragraph 3* 

paragraph 4* 
paragraph 7* 

Discount of commercial, agricultural, 
and industrial paper 

Discounts for individuals, partnerships, 
and corporations 

Discount or purchase of sight drafts 
Discount of acceptances 
Acceptances by member banks 
Advances to individuals, partnerships, 

and corporations on direct obligations 
of United States 

Authority of Federal reserve banks to dis
count agricultural paper 

Rediscounts for, and discount of notes 
payable to, Federal Intermediate Credit 
Banks 

Purchase and sale of debentures of 
Federal Intermediate Credit Banks 

Paper of cooperative marketing associations 
Direct loans to industrial or commercial 

businesses 
Discount and purchase of obligations 

entered into to obtain working capital 
Purchase and sale of cable transfers, bank

ers1 acceptances and bills of exchange 
Purchase and sale of obligations of United 

States, States, counties, etc. (other 
than bonds and notes of the United 
States Government) 

Purchase and sale of bills of exchange 
Purchase and sale of acceptances of 

Federal Intermediate Credit Banks 

Give in each case the number and amount of loans by regional banks made in 
each of the 10 years. Furnish copies of regulations governing loans under 
each section and paragraph, with any directives or pronouncements issued by 
the Board of Governors respecting such powers to the regional banks or member 
banks during the period, together with form letters, if any, or correspon
dence with applicants, would-be applicants, or those making inquiry respect
ing possible loans or discounts under these sections. 

A copy of the Board1s Regulation A covering advances and discounts 

by Federal Reserve Banks is attached, VJhile section 13 and 13a of the Federal 

Reserve Act authorizes discounts of various types of paper, for many years, as 

a matter of convenience for the borrowers, the discounts of the Reserve Banks 

have usually been in the form of notes of member banks secured by U. S. 
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2. (continued) -2~ 

Government obligations. 

The attached table shows the classification of loans, discounts and 

advances of the Reserve Banks during each of the last 10 years. Purchases of 

bankers acceptances, which were the only purchases under section 14 of the 

Federal Reserve Act of the kind referred to in the above question, are also 

shown on the attached table. Information with respect to loans and commit

ments under section 13(b) during 1955 and 1956 is included in the answer to 

question 6# 
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CLASSIFICATION OF LOANS, DISCOUNTS AND ADVANCES 
AND ""^TAL ACCEPTANCES PURCHASED BY FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS 

(Yearly volume, in millions of dollars) 

[ 1947 1948 19^9 1950 1951 1952 1953 195^ 1955 1956 

Discounted for Member Banks: 
Rediscounted bills: 
Secured by United States Government obligations 

none none none none 37 * none none none none 
Otherwise secured and unsecured (pars. 2, 4, 

# 1 1 # k k 1 1 5 1 
Advances on member banks' own promissory notes: 

s 

Secured by U.S. Gov't obligations direct or 
fully guaranteed (pars. 6 and 13, sec. 13).•• 16,819 18,283 19,726 16,963 1*3,311 105,420 93,258 22,259 88,265 108,722 

Secured by Federal Intermediate Credit Bank 
none 11 none none none none none 3 1 * 

Secured by eligible paper (par. 8, sec. 13).... 7 2 1 28 43 2 102 53 54 845 
Secured by collateral not eligible for discount 

6 8 2 1 8 10 4 5 . 7 21 
Discounted for Federal Intermediate Credit Banks: 

Own promissory notes secured by U.S. Gov't 
none none none none none none none none none none 

Eligible agricultural and livestock paper 
none none none none none none none none none none 

Notes payable to and endorsed by Federal Inter
mediate Credit Banks secured by eligible 

none none none none none none none none none none 
Discounted for Federal Land Banks: 
Own promissory notes secured by U.S. Gov't 

none none none none none none none none none none 
Discounted for Nonmember Banks: 

Own promissory notes secured by U.S. Gov't 
* none none none none 1 none 1 none none 

Discounted for Individuals, Partnerships, and 
Corporations, 
Exclusive of Banks: 
Advances on own promissory notes: 

Secured by U.S. Gov't obligations (last par., 
none none none none none none none none none none 
none none none none none none none none none none 

Other discounts of eligible paper (par. 3, 
none none none none none none none none none none 

403 833 486 58 19 112 74 549 104 76 

17,235 19,138 20,216 17,050 43,422 105,549 93,439 22,871 88,436 109,665 

4 none none none 2 none none none 121 151 
* Less than 500 thousand. 
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Reserve Requirements --

3, What are the specific statutory and administrative determinants 
by which individual banks are classified as "central reserve city banks" 
and selected cities classified as "reserve cities"? What is the rationale 
behind present reserve requirements? How valid is it? 

As long ago as May 19U8, Congress, through the Joint Economic Commit
tee, was told that the System authorities had since 1933 been studying 
possible changes in the reserve requirements for member banks, and in 
19U8 a System research report looking to a revision of the statutory re
serve requirements was tentatively presented to this Committee. Is the 
Board now satisfied that the present statutory reserve requirements are 
entirely satisfactory? Has the Board at any time since 1935 made repre
sentations to the Congress recommending changes in the law? 

Answers to this question may be divided into three parts relating 

respectively to (a) basis of classification of banks for reserve re

quirement sj (b) rationale behind present reserve requirements; and 

(c) proposals for changes in reserve requirements, 

a. Basis of classification of banks for reserve requirements• 

Regulatory provisions. The Board's Regulation D, Section 2(a) 

reads as follows: 
(a) Amounts of reserves to be maintained.— Every member 

bank of the Federal Reserve System is required by law to main
tain on deposit with the Federal Reserve Bank of its district 
an actual net balance equal to three per cent of its time de
posits plus— 

Seven per cent of its net demand deposits if not in a re
serve or central reserve city. 

Ten per cent of its net demand deposits if in a reserve 
city, except that if located in an outlying district of a re
serve city or in territory added to such city by the extension 
of the city's corporate limits such bank may, upon the affirma
tive vote of five members of the Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System, be permitted to maintain seven per cent 
reserves against its net demand deposits. 

Thirteen per cent of its net demand deposits if located 
in a central reserve city, except that if located in an out
lying district of a central reserve city or in territory added 
to such city by the extension of the city's corporate limits, 
such bank may, upon the affirmative vote of five members of 
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, be per
mitted to maintain seven per cent or ten per cent reserves 
against its net demand deposits* 
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For the purposes of this subsection and of paragraph (1) 
of subsection (a) of section 3 of this regulation, a member 
bank shall be considered to be in a central reserve city if the 
head office or any branch of such bank is located in a central 
reserve city, and a member bank shall be considered to be in a 
reserve city if the head office or any branch thereof is located 
in a reserve city and neither the head office nor any branch 
thereof is located in a central reserve city; provided that, if 
a member bank is considered to be in a central reserve city or 
a reserve city under this paragraph solely by reason of the 
location of an office of such bank in an outlying district of 
such a city or in territory added to such city by the extension 
of the city !s corporate limits* such bank may* upon the affinna-
tive vote of five members of the Board of Governors of the Fed
eral Reserve System, be permitted to maintain lower reserve 
balances as above provided in this subsection* 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this regulation, the 
actual net balance which each member bank is required to maintain 
on deposit with the Federal Reserve Bank of its district in ac
cordance with the foregoing shall be changed by such percentage, 
within the limitations prescribed by law,6/ as the Board of 
Governors of the Federal Reserve System sEall prescribe from 
time to time pursuant to section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act, 
as amended in order to prevent injurious c r e d i t expansion or 
contraction* 

Administrative nractices — Classification of cities for reserve 

purposes was established under the National Bank Act, which provided 

that bank reserves should be held either in vault cash or as balances 

with banks in designated reserve or central reserve cities* This 

classification was carried over into the Federal Reserve Act with the 

power of designation of cities assigned to the Federal Reserve Board 

instead of to the Comptroller of the Currency* The Board at first retained 

the designations of all central reserve and reserve cities that had previously 

been made by the Comptroller of the Currency* In the course of years, 

6/ The amount of the reserves required to be maintained by any such 
member bank as a result of any such change may not be less than the 
amount of the reserves specified above nor more than twice such amount, 
except that through June 30, 19h9> the required reserves for time 
deposits may be not more than 7-1/2 per cent and those for demand 
deposits of banks in central reserve cities, reserve cities, and other 
places may not be more than 30 per cent, 2k per cent, and 18 per cent, 
respectively* 
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changes were made partly on the basis of requests from member banks and 

partly on other grounds, primarily to maintrin equal requirements for 

banks in cities with similar characteristics, — One specific standard 

was that all cities contining a Federal Reserve Bank of Branch were desig

nated as a reserve city (except the central reserve cities). 

Under the National Bank Act higher reserve requirements against 

deposits at reserve city banks were related to the fact that these banks 

had permission to receive bankers1 balances v/hich counted as reserves of 

other banks. The reserve city designation gave banks in those cities an 

advantage in competing for bankers1 balances. Under the Federal Reserve 

Act, however, there was not the same reason for higher reserve requirements 

nor any special advantage in law for banks having the reserve city designa

tion* The designation imposed higher reserve requirements on the city 

banks without compensating benefits. 

In the beginning banks could carry a portion of their reserves 

in vault cash or in the balances with other banks, but the amendment of 

1917 required all reserves to be carried with the Reserve banks and thus 

removed one of the reasons for reserve classifications of cities. It was 

becoming more clearly realized, however, that a large volume of bankersT 

balances would continue to be held outside of the Federal Reserve banks 

even though such balances would not count as legal reserves0 

In 1918 the Board was authorized to classify banks in outlying 

sections of large cities differently from banks in the center of those 

l/ For an explanation of early developments with respect to reserve 
classification of cities see MThe History of Reserve Requirements 
for Banks in the United States," published in the November 193& 
Federal Reserve Bulletin^ Reprints are available. 
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cities. Under this provision, changes were made from time to time in 

the classification of banks* The determination of outlying districts 

was based upon the character of the business of the banks in the neighbor

hood* These classifications have been reviewed from time to time. 

In 19h$ the Board regulation was amended to provide that a baric 

with a branch in a reserve city is a reserve city bank with respect to 

all of its offices, even though its head office and other branches are 

not located in reserve cities. 

In 19^6, the Board proposed to terminate the reserve city designa

tion of several smaller cities, particularly those with relatively small 

amounts of interbank deposits. This proposal met with protests from many 

banks, which for reasons of prestige or because of the risk of losing 

interbank or other deposits wished to retain the reserve city designation, 

even though it entailed higher reserve requirements* Banks in cities that 

itfould be raised to the reserve city status also protested. 

The task of designating the reserve classification of cities is 

made difficult by the fact that, although the Federal Reserve Act empowers 

the Board to designate and terminate central reserve and reserve cities, 

it prescribes no standards for the Board!s guidance; consequently, whatever 

standards the Board has proposed or adopted have been open to attack on the 

ground that there is no specific statutory basis therefor. In the absence 

of statutory standards the Board has been guided largely by the factors 

for reserve city designation which were explicit or implicit in the National 

Bank Act, particularly volume of interbank deposits. 

In order to provide a definite and recognized standard for the 

designation of reserve city classifications, the Board in 19h7 adopted a 

rule relating to the classification of central reserve and reserve cities. 
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The new rule which became effective March 1, 19lj.8, and which is described 

in pages 85-87 of the Board's Annual Report for 19h7> in effect provides 

that, in addition to all the Reserve Bank and Branch cities, the reserve 

city designation shall be applied to every city in which the banks hold 

demand deposits of other banks in excess of certain specified minimum 

amounts* Also any city already designated as a reserve city and not meet

ing the stated standards could retain such designation if every member bank 

in the city wished to retain it© The rule provided that the classifications 

would be reviewed every third year* Under this rule, 11 cities have been 

shifted from the reserve city status, and 2 have been shifted to that 

status (including one for which the change becomes effective next year), 

b* Rationale behind present reserve requirements 

Throughout the world, the holding of cash or other assets as re

serves against deposits is established banking practice, if not by law 

then by custom and tradition* In the course of the development of our 

monetary and banking system, the conception of the primary function of 

bank reserves has gone through a process of evolution* Originally it was 

considered that the principal purpose of reserve requirements was to assure 

the convertibility into cash of bank notes and deposits, i*e*, to assure 

the ability of individual banks to meet liabilities on demand during a 

period of strain* In the course of time, even before the establishment 

of the Federal Reserve System, it became evident that required reserves 

alone were not an adequate protection to banks and their depositors* 

Although they do provide some protection, any anount that might reasonably be 

required could hardly be sufficient to meet large scale withdraw^, of deposits 

or to cover all liquidity needs• 
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Gradually it has become more clearly understood that safety of 

deposits and liquidity depends much more upon the character of other assets 

of banks than upon legal required reserves • For meeting most of the shifts 

in funds, banks need to hold liquid assets, or so-called secondary reserves, 

or they may, either as a temporary measure or as an ultimate step in an 

emergency, borrow reserves from their Federal Reserve Banks. 

The view that reserve requirements are not primarily for the pur

pose of providing safety or liquidity has become more generally accepted with 

the establishment of the Federal Reserve System, which provided facilities 

for member banks to meet demands for cadi by rediscounting eligible assets 

with the Reserve Banks* Reserve requirements under the Federal Reserve 

System have served primarily as a medium through which an influence can be 

exercised on the expansion and contraction of credit. In fact, control by 

the Federal Reserve authorities over the volume of reserves, and in recent 

years over reserve requirements, is the principal instrument of monetary 

policy* Additions in the volume of reserves in excess of requirements 

make it possible for the banking system to expand credit to several times 

the amount of such excess, while a reduction in the supply of reserves below 

requirements necessitates a multiple liquidation of credit, unless banks 

obtain additional reserves by borrowing from the Reserve Banks. 

In view of the fundamental role of reserves in influencing the 

extent of credit and monetary expansion and contraction,a.prime essential 

is that the volume of reserves that banks are required to hold should be 

related to the availability of assets eligible to be counted as reserves* 

This may be accomplished by exercising control over the amount of reserve-

eligible assets available or by varying reserve requirements. Under the 

Federal Reserve Act, the Reserve System has certain powers over both of these 

aspects. 
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Federal Reserve policies with respect to reserves may be exercised 

in a number of ways: (1) By advances to or discounts by member banks, 

reserves can be supplied* Since banks generally do not like to be in debt 

and are not encouraged to borrow for other than temporary or emergency 

needs, the supplying of reserves in this manner tends to restrain member 

banks in extending credit and may induce liquidation of credit until such 

borrowing is eliminated0 (2) By open-market purchases the volume of re

serves may be increased, thus giving banks additional funds to lend or 

invest, or it may be decreased by open-market sales, thereby reducing the 

supply of lendable funds or forcing banks to borrow, (3) The discount rate 

charged on borrowed reserves may be increased or decreased* (k) The reserve 

requirement percentages may be raised or lowered thus changing the propor

tion of deposits that must be held with the Federal Reserve Banks and con

versely the proportion available to the banks to lend or invest and the 

potential for multiple credit expansion or contraction on the basis of aiy 

change in the supply of reserves* 

The effectiveness of these various instruments varies from time 

to time in accordance with other conditions in the money market or in the 

general credit situation* The most important factor is the demand for loans 

and the availability of investments satisfactory to banks* I-Jhen banks have 

a considerable amount of reserves in excess of requirements, neither an 

increase in the supply nor a decrease that left a substantial amount of 

excess reserves would have much effect. "iJhen banks do not need to borrow 

from the Reserve Banks changes in discount rates are ineffective* Irhen 

demands for credit are strong, however, banks may meet a large portion of 

them even though the consequence is an increase in indebtedness at the 

Reserve Banks. 
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In addition to Reserve Bank credit operations, factors largely be

yond the control of Federal Reserve authorities have an important effect on 

the volume of member bank reserves* Increases may occur as the result of 

additions to monetary stocks of gold, the issuance of silver certificates or 

of any other form of Treasury currency, and an inflow of currency from cir-

culationj decreases result principally from an outflow of gold, and an in

crease of currency in circulation. Changes in Treasury cash balances and 

wide variations in Federal Reserve float (uncollected checks held by Reserve 

Banks for which deposit credits have given to the depositing banks) from 

time to time have temporary effects• 

It may be said that for the purposes of general monetary policies, 

existing powers of the Federal Reserve with respect to the supply of reserves 

and reserve requirements are adequate under present conditions to restrain 

undue credit expansion or to relieve any scarcity of reserves that might in

duce contraction. Unless there should be large-scale gold or currency move

ments one way or another, it is doubtful that additional powers to control 

the availability of bank reserves will be needed. 

Complaints about the existing system of reserve requirements arise 

principally with respect to the distribution of reserves among individual 

banks or groups of banks as determined by the differential classifications 

of banks for reserve purposes. These differences create some inequities as 

among competing banks* They also present difficult administrative problems 

for the Reserve Board in designating the classification of cities. This prob

lem is discussed in part (a) of the answer to this question. 

Another complaint about the present system of reserve requirements 

arises from the fact that vault cash held by banks cannot be counted as re

serves. Since vault cash is not an earning asset and must be obtained by 
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drawing upon reserve balances, it serves the same purpose as reserve balances 

in limiting credit expansion. Vault cash could thus appropriately be counted 

as meeting reserve requirements without interfering with monetary policies. 

These defects in the existing system of reserve requirements do 

not invalidate the basic principle that the main function of reserve require

ments is to serve as a regulation of credit volume, but they do point to the 

need for further study as to changes in the structure of requirements. 
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c. Proposals for Changes in Reserve Requirements 

Various proposals have been made from time to time for changing the 

system of computing reserve requirements. The Board has considored many of 

these and has at times made suggestions to the Congress for changes in legis

lation. 

Proposals to change the system of reserve requirements have generally 

had one or both of two purposes: (1) to correct inadequacies of the existing 

system as means of exerting effective control over the volume of bank credit 

and the use of money; or (2) to correct inequitable features in the distribu

tion of required reserves among individual banks. The first of these purposes 

is concerned with the relation between the total volume of required reserves 

and the availability of reserve eligible assets. The second purpose is con

cerned with the structure of reserve requirements. 

A few shears after the Federal Reserve System was established, the 

Federal Reserve Board was advised of a need for a revision in the method used 

for determining reserve requirements. The Federal Advisory Council in its 

recommendations to the Board in September 1919 suggested that the reserve 

requirements of all member banks should be based on the character of deposits 

and not on their geographical location. 

In 1931 the Committee on Bank Reserves of the Federal Reserve System 

reported after an exhaustive study that the existing system of reserve require

ments had not functioned effectively since its inception, largely because of 

defects in the definition of reserves and of liabilities against which reserves 

must be carried. The Committee took the view that the existing system had not 

operated to relate the expansion of member bank credit to the needs of trade 

and industry, nor had it adequately reflected changes in the volume and 

activity of member bank credit. In particular, it found that the required re

serves had been inequitable and unfair as between individual member banks and 
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3*c. (continued) 11 .. 

groups of banks. 

The committee concluded that the existing aggregate volume of member 

bank reserves was sufficient at that time. Its recommendations, therefore, 

were largely directed to measures designed to remove inequities in the distri

bution of reserves among member banks by basing requirements upon the activity 

of deposits as well as their volume* Such a basis would also tend to relate 

fluctuations in required reserves to changes in economic activity both in 

general and in particular areas0 Specifically, the Committee proposed that 

both the classification of time and demand deposits and the classification of 

member banks according to location be abolished and that all deposits be 

treated alikej that vault cash be counted as legal reserve; and that reserve 

requirements be based on the activity as well as the volume of deposits by 

requiring each member bank to hold a reserve equal to 5 per cent of it s total 

net deposits and 50 per cent of average daily debits* The Committee's recom

mendations were approved by the Federal Reserve Board and transmitted to 

Congress early in 1932* No action was taken by Congress on any of the pro

posals* 

The Glass Bill of 1932 (S*4H5) proposed that the statutory reserve 

requirements against time deposits be raised to the same level as reserves 

against demand deposits, the increase to be spread evenly over a period of 

five years* A modified version of this proposal, which would subject only 

future increases in tine deposits to the same reserve requirements as demand 

liabilities, was also advanced* Congress did not adopt either proposal, but 

in the Banking Act of 1935 adopted an amendment which authorized the "Board 

of Governors * . • to define the terms !demand deposits', • • . and ftime 

deposits1 • # •". The Board subsequently issued more precise definitions of 

time deposits (in Reg* D) in order to assure proper classification of deposits* 

The so-called Thomas Amendment of the Agricultural Adjustment Act 

of 1933 permitted the Board of Governors to change reserve requirements provided 
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it declared, with the approval of the President, that an emergency existed by 

reason of credit expansion* This provision was considered vague and ineffective 

and consequently it was clarified and modified in the Banking Act of 1935c 

This Act permitted the Board of Governors, in order to prevent "injurious credit 

expansion or contraction," to change requirements by an affirmative vote of not 

less than four members without having to declare the existence of an emergency 

or to secure the approval of the President 9 The Board was authorized to change 

member bank reserve requirements within a range-—the lower limit of the range 

was the percentage requirements set in the Amendment of 1917> and the upper 

limit was twice those percentages• 

The maximum reserve requirements established in the Banking Act of 

1935 were temporarily raised in August 194&# 3y joint resolution of Congress, 

four pe rcentage points were added to the maximum reserve requirement for de

mand deposits in banks of the three reserve classifications and 1-1/2 per

centage points for time deposits in all member banks* This authorization, 

which was given in order to restrain an inflationary expansion of credit, ex

pired on June 30, 1949* 

In the early postwar years, the Board at times proposed to Congress 

legislation for requiring some type of supplementary securities reserves to be 

maintained by banks in addition to regular reserves. The purpose of these pro

posals, which were made at a time when policy was directed toward keeping 

interest rates on Government securities from rising, was to make it necessary 

for banks to hold specified amounts of short-term Government securities and 

not be able to shift them freely to the Reserve Banks and thereby enlarge the 

supply of reserves© Question was raised as to whether such a requirement in the 

amounts proposed would have accomplished the intended purpose in view of the 

large volume of Government securities held by banks and other investors* The pro 

posal was not a dopted by Congress and discontinuance of the policy of supporting 

prices of Government securities in 1951 removed the principal reason for such a 

proposal* 
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In 19it8 representatives of the Federal Reserve System presented, 

without recommendation, to the Congressional Joint Committee on the Economic 

Report (Eightieth Congress, Second Session) a version of a uniform reserve 

plan. Adoption of the plan submitted by the System representatives wnld 

have required amendment of the Federal Reserve Act tos 

Eliminate the distinction between central reserve, reserve 
city, and country banks; 

Establish separate reserve requirements (applicable to all 
member banks alike) for interbank deposits, for other demand 
deposits, and for time deposits; 

Permit vault cash to be counted as part of required 
reserves; 

Permit any bank to deduct from its required reserves 
a percentage of its balances due from other member banks equal 
to the percentage of reserves to be held against interbank deposits. 

Authorize the Federal Open Market Committee to change require
ments within specified limits. 

At the time the plan was presented to the Joint Committee, the 

specific requirements tentatively suggested for the three classes of deposits, 

as the basis for the transition from existing reserve requirements, were 30 

per cent for interbank deposits, 20 per cent for other demand deposits, and 

6 per cent for time deposits. (Cash items in process of collection would be 

deductible from "other" demand deposits before computing required reserves.) 

These percentages, taken together with full reserve credit for vault cash 

and greater reserve credit for balances on deposit with other member banks, 

were designed to avoid any important change in the aggregate reserve require

ments of all member banks at that time. If any such plan were adopted, the 

specific percentages would need to be altered to take into account the situa

tion at the time. Such a plan would involve some redistribution of the 

aggregate requirements among the jndividual banks, but in most cases the changes 

would not be very great. Moreover, it was suggested that, if the plan were 
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adopted, the Board of Governors should be authorized to waive penalties for 

reserve deficiencies for an adequate transition period* 

Later in answers prepared for the "Patman Questionnaire" in 1952, 

the Chairman of the Board of Governors suggested that transitional difficul

ties could be minimized if a change to this type of reserve requirement was 

made at a time when conditions called for monetary ease (when an over-all 

reduction in required reserves would be appropriate)* He also suggested that 

the transitional problems for banks with large proportions of interbank depos

its might be mitigated by establishing a maximum percentage reserve require

ment based on total demand deposits (including interbank balances)^ In one 

of these answers the Chairman of the Board of Governors presented an addi

tional reserve proposal for the Committee!s consideration. This plan was 

more modest in scope than the uniform reserve plan and would merely give the 

Board the authority to alter the reserve classification of individual banks 

according to a formula based on the character of business done rather than, 

as at present, because of location in an "outlying area," 

Consideration has been given by the Board, particularly in connec

tion with proposals for action in case of a national emergency, to recommend

ing legislation permitting banks to count vault cash as reserves. One purpose 

of the proposal in this connection would be to encourage banks to maintain 

larger holdings of currency that might be useful in meeting emergency needs 

and to reduce the need for currency shipments under the risky and difficult 

conditions that might arise under such an emergency. 

In view of the wide differences in the relative amounts of vault 

cash held by different banks, any provision that such holdings could count 

1/ Monetary Policy and the Management of the Public Debt, Replies to question, 
submitted by the Subcommittee on General Credit Control and Debt Management, 
Joint Committee on the Economic Report, Eighty-second Congress, Second Session 
1952, Part I, p. It76* 
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as reserves would make additional reserves available in larger amounts to some 

banks than to others. For this reason, it would be desirable to accompany 

any such change in law with other changes that would permit the inauguration 

of , or a step toward, a more generally unif orm and rational system of reserve 

requirements for all member banks* Such a system might reduce some of the 

inequities in the existing structure as well as some of the administrative 

difficulties that confront the Board in classifying member banks for reserve 

requirement purposes. 

In conclusion, it may be said that the Board recognizes the desira

bility of reviewing the existing system of the reserve requirements with a 

view to revisions that would eliminate any possible inequities among individ

ual banks and also remove or reduce the difficult administrative problems faced 

by the Board in classifying banks and cities for reserve purposesm Any such 

revision should be so designed as not to interfere with essential functions 

of reserve administration for the broad purposes of monetary policy© 

It is evident that any change will alter competitive relationships 

among banks and is likely to meet with opposition by those banks unfavorably 

affected* Also the nature of the problem changes in the course of time oiriLng 

to shifts in the availability of reserves, in banking practices, and in the 

distribution of bank resources. The Board now has in process a further study 

of this problem and hopes to be able later to present definite recommendations 

to the Congress for legislation*, 
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4* Discuss the present-day role of the Federal Reserve Agent. What 
salary does he receive? How much of his business time is devoted to per
formance of his duties as Agent? What staff does he have? What are the 
usual expenses for performing his functions? 

Under the law the Chairman of the Board of Directors of a Federal 

Reserve Bank and the Federal Reserve Agent is one and the same person. For 

many years this position has been held on a part-time basis by an outstand

ing business or professional man appointed by the Board, and he has received 

as compensation the same fees as other directors of the Bank for his service 

to the Bank, 

The chief statutory duties of the Federal Reserve Agent are to 

maintain a local office of the Board of Governors at the Federal Reserve 

Bank and act as its official representative; to issue warnings and to certify 

the facts as a basis for possible removal of officers or directors of State 

member banks for continued unsound practices or violations of law; and to 

perform certain functions in connection with the issuance and custody of 

Federal Reserve notes. 

Federal Reserve notes are shipped from Washington to the Federal 

Reserve Agent where they are held by him as "unissued" notes. Before a 

Federal Reserve Bank can effect the issuance of such notes for use by the 

Bank to supply the needs of the public for currency, it must pledge as 

security*, with the Federal Reserve Agent collateral (consisting of gold 

certificates, eligible paper discounted by the Federal Reserve Banks for 

their member banks, and United States Government securities) in an amount 

at least equal to the total of the notes to be issued. The law makes the 

Federal Reserve Agent and the Federal Reserve Bank jointly liable for the 

safekeeping of the unissued Federal Reserve notes and gold certificates and 

other collateral deposited with the Agent and requires that these be held in 

the joint custody of the Agent and the Bank. When the Federal Reserve Bank 
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has notes which have been returned to it from circulation and which it 

wishes to retire, the notes are turned over to the Federal Reserve Agent, 

where they are again held by him as "unissued notes," and the collateral 

deposited with the Agent against such notes is returned to the Federal 

Reserve Bank, 

The law provides that in addition to his duties as Chairman, the 

Agent shall be required to maintain an office of the Board of Governors on 

the premises of the Federal Reserve Bank and that he shall make regular 

reports to the Board of Governors and shall act as its official representa

tive for the performance of the functions conferred upon the Board by the 

Federal Reserve Act. In practice, it is sometimes difficult to dis

tinguish clearly between the functions he performs in the capacity of 

Chairman or Federal Reserve Agent. As Chairman, he attends the meetings 

of the Board of Directors and certain other meetings at the Bank which may 

require his presence, and he takes such time as may be necessary to confer 

with the management of the Bank on matters that he must be familiar with as 

Chairman of the Board of Directors. As Federal Reserve Agent, his primary 

responsibility is to see to it that the assistants whom he has appo5.nted, 

with the approval of the Board of Governors, are effectively and efficiently 

performing the ministerial duties he has assigned to them. The assistants 

to the Federal Reserve Agent are called Assistant Federal Reserve Agent, 

Alternate Assistant Federal Reserve Agent, or, at the branches, Federal Re

serve Agent's Representative. Their duties for the Agent do not in most 

cases call for full-time service. Therefore, an arrangement has been worked 

out under which they may perform duties on the operating side of the Bank 

not inconsistent with their duties as assistants to the Federal Reserve Agent. 

The numbers of emplpyees who hold appointments from the Federal Reserve Agent 
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with the approval of the Board at the respective Federal Reserve Banks are 

shovm below. The salary proration for the Federal Reserve Agent function 

incident to the issuance and retirement of Federal Reserve notes was 

$119,244 in 1955 and $128,323 in 1956. 

Federal Reserve Bank of Boston 8 

Federal Reserve Bank of New York 5 
Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia 5 
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland 4 

Cincinnati Branch 2 
Pittsburgh Branch 2 

Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond 3 
Baltimore Branch 2 
Charlotte Branch 2 

Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta 3 
Birmingham Branch 3 
Jacksonville Bx̂ anch 3 
Nashville Branch 3 
New Orleans Branch 3 

Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 5 
Detroit Branch 3 

Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis 3 
Little Rock Branch 2 
Louisville Branch 2 
Memphis Branch 2 

Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis 3 
Helena Branch 2 

Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City 4 
Denver Branch 2 
Oklahoma City Branch 2 
Omaha Branch 2 

Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas 3 
EI Paso Branch 2 
Houston Branch 2 
San Antonio Branch 2 

Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco 3 
Los Angeles Branch 3 
Fortland Branch 2 
Salt Lake City Branch 2 
Seattle Branch 2 
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5. Discuss the present-day role of the Federal Advisory Council, com
menting upon historical developments in the role of the Council over the 
years since the original reserve act. 

Present the dates, attendances, costs, agenda and minutes of meet-
ings held since January 1, 1955* What "calls" for information, oral or 
written representations or recommendations has the Council made in the 
exercise of the powers given it in Section 12, paragraph 2 of the Federal 
Reserve Act? 

Section 12 of the original Federal Reserve Act contains the follow

ing two paragraphs, neither of which has been amended: 

"There is hereby created a Federal Advisory Council, which shall 
consist of as many members as there are Federal reserve districts. 
Each Federal reserve bank by its board of directors shall annually 
select from its own Federal reserve district one member of said 
council, who shall receive such compensation and allowances as may 
be fixed by his board of directors subject to the approval of the 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. The meetings of 
said advisory council shall be held at Washington, District of 
Columbia, at least four times each year, and oftener if called by 
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. The council 
may in addition to the meetings above provided for hold such other 
meetings in Washington, District of Columbia, or elsewhere, as it 
may deem necessary, nay select its own officers and adopt its own 
methods of procedure, and a majority of its members shall constitute 
a quorum for the transaction of business. Vacancies in the council 
shall be filled by the respective reserve banks, and members selected 
to fill vacancies, shall serve for the unexpired term. 

"The Federal Advisory Council shall have power, by itself or 
through its officers, (l) to confer directly with the Board of Gov
ernors of the Federal Reserve System on general business conditions; 
(2) to make oral or written representations concerning matters with
in the jurisdiction of said board; (3) to call for information and 
to make recommendations in regard to discount rates, rediscount 
business, note issues, reserve conditions in the various districts, 
the purchase and sale of gold or securities by reserve banks, open-
market operations by said banks, and the general affairs of the re
serve banking system." 

The first meeting of the Federal Advisory Council was held in 

Washington in December 1914 and, in accordance with the statute, the Council 

has met at least four times each year since. For many years the Council and 

Board of Governors have met in a joint session following the separate meeting 

of the Council. While the details of procedure have changed from time to 

time, the general practice has been for the Board and the Council to suggest 
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topics for discussion in advance of the meeting and, after the Council has 

considered the questions separately, to have a joint discussion. Prior to 

the joint meeting it is the custom for the Council to meet with a senior 

member of the Board1s staff for the purpose of hearing and discussing a 

review of the current economic and credit situation. The Federal Advisory-

Council has always been free to ask for information and to confer directly 

with the Board on any phase of the work of the Federal Reserve System. 

Under the current procedure, which has been in effect for a con

siderable number of years, the Secretary of the Council addresses a letter 

to the Board several weeks prior to the next meeting of the Council asking 

for any topics for discussion by the Council and at the joint meeting of 

the Council with the Board. On some occasions the Council suggests topics 

for the agenda. The Council meets in Washington at the appointed time and 

considers the suggested topics, and at the subsequent joint meeting, the 

Council presents its views on the matters listed for joint discussion. At 

that time the Board may ask questions or bring up any matters for further 

discussion that seem to be of immediate interest. 

Since January 1, 1955, separate meetings of the Federal Advisory 

Council and joint meetings of the Council and the Board of Governors have 

been held on the dates indicated below: 

Council meeting Joint meeting 

February 13-14, 1955 February 15, 1955 

May 15-16, 1955 May 17, 1955 

September 18-19, 1955 September 20, 1955 

November 13-14, 1955 November 15, 1955 

February 19-20, 1956 February 21, 1956 

May 20-21, 1956 May 22, 1956 
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Council meeting Joint meeting 

September 16-17, 1956 September 18, 1956 

November 18-19, 1956 November 20, 1956 

February 17-18, 1957 February 19, 1957 

fey 12-13, 1957 May 114, 1957 

Attached are copies of the agenda for each of the joint meetings 

of the Council and the Beard listed above. The records of the Federal 

Advisory Council nith respect to its separate meetings are in the 

possession of the Council. 

The fees and expenses of the members of the Federal Advisory 

Council are based on the same schedule of fees and allowances approved 

by the Board for the directors of the Federal Reserve Banks and amounted 

to &22,908 in 1955 and $23,995 in 1956. 

Attachments 
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AGENDA FOR JOINT MEETING 

BOARD OF GOVERNORS AND FEDERAL ADVISORY COUNCIL 

FEBRUARY 15, 1955 

1* The Board would like to have the comments of the members of the Council 
on the business and economic outlook throughout the winter and spring 
months and the probable demand for bank loans in that period compared 
with the same period in 195U. 

2. In addition to the views of the Council on the general business situa
tion, the Board is interested in knowing the thinking of the members 
of the members of the Council with respect to the following matters: 

a. The Board would like to have the views of the Council 
with respect to arrangements recently made by in
surance "Companies under which they place temporarily 
with banks mortgages acquired by the companies• 

b. To what extent is money borrowed from banks in the 
form of ,fnon-purpose!t loans being used to purchase 
stocks? What could be done by bank supervisory 
authorities to restrict such borrowing should it be
come excessive? 

c. Concern continues to be expressed in some quarters 
as to the soundness of current developments in the 
residential construction and mortgage field. To 
what extent do the members of the Council share this 
concern? 

d# What will be the trends in consumer credit and partic
ularly in consumer instalment credit during the next 
six months? 

3* What have been the effects of System credit policies since the last 
meeting of the Council? Should these policies be changed in any way 
in the light of the business and economic situation in the foreseeable 
future? 
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6. Discuss the activities of the District Industrial Advisory Com
mittees established pursuant to Section 13b, paragraph k, giving names 
and affiliations of present members, dates of their appointment and 
tenure, dates of committee meetings since January 1, 1$$&9 costs of the 
committee operations by districts, summary by districts of actions taken 
showing number and amount of applications considered and recommendations 
made by committee, and action taken by the Federal Reserve Bank concerned. 

For the purpose of aiding the Federal Reserve Banks in carrying 

out the provisions of Section 13b, the law authorizes the establishment 

in each Federal Reserve district of an Industrial Advisory Committee to 

be composed of not less than three nor more than five members as deter

mined by the Board of Governors. Each member of such Committee is re

quired to be actively engaged in some industrial pursuit within the 

Federal Reserve district in which the Committee is established and the 

Board's regulations require that the membership of such Committees shall 

consist of persons who are familiar with the problems and needs of industry 

and commerce in such district. 

The Board's regulations further provide that on or before the 

l$th day of February of each year the Eoard of Directors of each Federal 

Reserve Bank shall submit to the Board of Governors the names of the 

persons selected to serve for the ensuing 3'ear as members of the Industrial 

Advisory Committee of the district and, if approved by the Board of 

Governors, such persons shall serve for terms of one year, commencing on 

the first day of March of such year. Vacancies are filled in like manner 

and persons appointed to fill vacancies hold office for the unexpired 

terms of their predecessors. As stated in the law, the function of these 

committees is to consider each application for a 13b loan or commitment sub

mitted in the Federal Reserve district and, after examination by the' committee 

of the business with respect to which the application is made, to transmit 

the application to the Federal Reserve Bank with the recommendation of the 

committee• 
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There has been little 13b loan activity at the Federal Reserve 

Banks in recent years• In 1955 there were only 10 applications considered 

by the Industrial Activity Comittees which includes two that were under 

consideration at the end of 195b• Of these ten, seven were recommended 

for approval, and three were rejected* The total volume of loans 

recommended for approval totaled $3*310,000* In 1956, activity was even 

less, with six applications received, four of which were recommended for 

approval totaling $905*000. 

In recognition of this low level of activity, some of the 

Federal Reserve Banks took the position that the appointment of Industrial 

Advisory Committees was an empty gesture and that they would prefer not to 

make annual appointments of members of the Committee, it being understood 

that they would be in a position to appoint a Committee quickly in the 

event an application for a 13b loan were received. 

This suggestion was carefully considered by the Board in the 

light of the feeling of at least some of the Banks that the Industrial 

Advisory Committees at a number of Reserve Banks had had no duties to 

perform, which was a source of embarrassment to some of the Federal Reserve 

Banks and of possible misunderstanding on the part of the members of the 

Industrial Advisory Committee• The Board concluded, and so informed the 

Federal Reserve Banks* that where such a situation prevailed the Committees 

would seem to serve no useful purpose and the Board did not feel it essential 

that a Committee be continuously maintained in the absence of any functions 

to be performed. The letter of advice to the Federal Reserve Banks con

tained the following additional paragraphs: 

"The Board wishes to emphasize, however, that, as long as 
the Reserve Banks have authority in this field, they should be 
fully prepared at all times to cooperate with potential borrowers 
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and financing institutions in carrying out the intent and objec
tives of the law. No Federal Reserve Bank should permit a 
situation to occur in which consideration of any application 
for credit might be unreasonably delayed because of any lack of 
facilities for the processing of the application. 

"With these considerations in mind, the Board will offer no 
objection to a Reserve Bankfs handling the matter in any of the 
following ways as it may decide best meets the situation in its 
district: 

"(1) The Bank may continue the practice of appointing an 
Industrial Advisory Committee of five members, in accordance 
with the procedure heretofore followed. 

"(2) The Bank may appoint an Industrial Advisory Committee 
consisting of three members instead of five in accordance with 
such procedure. 

"(3) The Bank, beginning with the annual appointments for 
the period coranencing I larch 1, 1956, may omit the appointment 
of an Industrial Advisory Committee, with the understanding, 
however, that if at any time it seems likely that a Coirmittee 
will be needed to consider an application for a section 13b loan 
or commitment, the Bank will promptly submit to the Board the 
names of either three or five persons, as it may elect, to serve 
as members of the Industrial Advisory Committee until the first 
day of March next following or until such earlier time as the 
Committee may no longer be needed. The Board will, of course, 
be prepared to act promptly on any such submissions. In the 
event this procedure is followed, it is believed that the Fed
eral Reserve Bank should have ready at all times the names of 
persons who might promptly be proposed for such a Corranittee. 
The Board believes that this procedure, where a Federal Reserve 
Bank feels that it is desirable in the light of the considera
tions mentioned above to follow it, would adequately and appro
priately carry out the purpose and objectives of the statute." 

The names and business affiliations of the members of the presently 

existing Industrial Advisory Committees are as follows: 
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NAMES AND AFFILIATIONS OF MEMBERS OF 
INDUSTRIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEES 

John L. Baxter 
Wallace E. Campbell 

Earl P. Stevenson 
Fred C. Tanner 
Harold J. Walter 

District No. 1 - Boston 

Partner,"H. C. Baxter & Bros. 
Vice Pres. & Dir. of Pers. and Pub. Rel., 
The Fuller Brush Co. 

Pres., Arthur D. Little, Inc. 
Pres. & Gen. Mgr., Federal Products Corp. 
Pres., Treas., and Gen. Mgr., Bachman Uxbridge 
Worsted Corp. 

District No. 2 - New York 

Williajn H. Pouch 
Arthur G. Nelson 
Edward J. Noble 

George E. Lallou 
B* F, Mechling 
Daniel H. Schultz 
Harry L. Miller 
Albert G. Frost 

Chrm., Concrete Steel Co. 
Chrm., A. G. Nelson Paper Co., Inc. 
Chrm. of the Finance Committee, American 
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, Inc. 

District No. 3 - Philadelphia 

Sec. & Treas., The Budd Co. 
Industrial Engineer 
Exec. V. P., Leeds & Northrup Co. 
Pres., Chester-Jensen Co. 
Chrm.« The Esterbrook Pen Co. 

District No. 4 - Cleveland 

Herbert P. Ladds 
Sam W. Emerson 
John P. McWilliams 
Arthur W. Steudel 

Pres., The National Screw & Mfg. Co. 
Pres. & Treas., The Sam W. Emerson Co. 
Pres. & Chrm., The Youngstown Steel Door Co. 
Pres.* Sherwin-Williams Co. 

District No. 5 - Richmond 

Overton D. Dennis 
Walker D. Stuart 
Edwin Hyde 

Dominion Oil Company 
Pres., Richmond Hardware Co. 
Pres., Miller & Rhoads, Inc. 

District No. 6 - Atlanta 

Dean S. Paden 
Luther H. Randall 
Shannon M. Gamble 

Chrm., King Hardware Co. 
Pres., Randall Brothers, Inc. 
Exec. V. P., Standard-Coosa-Thatcher Co. 
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Industrial Advisory 
Committee Members 

-2-

Edward M« Kerwin 
Walter Harnischfeger 
James L. Palmer 
John W. Evers 
C. Harvey Bradley 

District No, 7 - Chicago 

Vice Pres., E. J. Brach & Sons 
Pres., Harnischfeger Corporation 
Pres., Marshall Field & Co. 
Pres., Commonwealth Edison Co. 
Chrm. of Advisory Board, W. J. Holliday & Co* 

(No Committee appointed) 

Albert H. Daggert 
Sheldon V. Wood 
John M. Bush 
Walter M. Ringer, Sr. 
A. B. Heian 

Thomas McNally 
Mason L. Thompson 
Harold F. Silver 
Albert R« Waters 
William N. Deramus 

Dis t r i c t No, 8 - St. Louis 

I 

Dis t r ic t Mo. 9 - Minneapolis 

Pres., National Battery Company 
Preso, Minneapolis Electric Steel Casting Co, 
Pres., Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co. 
Pres., Foley Manufacturing Co. 
Chippewa Canneries 

District No. 10 - Kansas City 

Pres., McNally-Pittsburg Mfg. Corp. 
PreSo, Standard Steel Works 
Pres., Silver Engineering Works, Inc. 
Pres,, Carter-Waters Corporation 
Preso, Kansas City Southern Railway Co. 

District No. 11 - Dallas 

(No Committee appointed) 

E. S. Dulin 
Walter A. Starr 
Wakefield Baker 
J. A. Folger 
Keith G. Fisken 

District No. 12 - San Francisco 

Prese, Byron Jackson Division, Borg-Warner Corp. 
Director, Scott Paper Co. 
Preso, Baker and Hamilton 
Preso, J. A. Folger & Co. 
Director, Seattle Cedar Lumber Mfg. Co. 
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?i Discuss the check-clearing activities of the regional banks from 
the standpoint of number and types of banks clearing directly and through 
correspondents; volume handled; cost of the service to the Federal Reserve 
banks. Estimate the amount chargeable to the private banking system in 
the year 1956 if the formula now used in charging the U. S# Government for 
fiscal services rendered had been applied to similar services performed 
for the coismercial banks „ 

The annual volume of checks handled by the Federal Reserve Banks 

in recent years is shown in the attached table taken from page 79 of the 

Board1s 1956 Annual Report covering the volume of operations in principal 

departments of the Federal Reserve Banks. 

It will be noted that during 1956 the Federal Reserve Banks 

handled 539,000,000 Government checks, 342,000,000 money orders, and 

2,822,000,000 other checks. The respective totals of these checks were 

#114 billion, $6 billion, and $1,005 billion. 

Operation of the U. S. Treasurer's General Account, involving the 

collection of checks deposited by and drawn on the Treasurer of the United 

States, is considered a depository function of the Federal Reserve Banks 

and as such is performed without charge to the Treasury. 

The other information called for in.this question would take a 

considerable amount of time to prepare; it could not be provided by our 

present accounting system in the detail and form requested and would have 

to be developed specially. 

The System's check collection functions are the most specific 

example of its ability to facilitate the flow of commerce. The benefits of 

the System's check collection procedures inure to the general public and not 

to any particular group. The check collection services of the Federal Re

serve Banks are rendered cost-free to their member banks. In that process 

the benefits of such services are spread into all areas of public and private 

business life in a manner which aids the operation of our money economy* 
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ANNUAL REPORT OF BOARD OF GOVERNORS 

NO. 5—VOLUME OF OPERATIONS IN PRINCIPAL D E P A R T M E N T S OF FEDERAL 
R E S E R V E BANKS, 1952-56 

[Number in thousands; amounts in thousands of dollars] 

N U M B E R OF P I E C E S HANDLED 1 

Discounts and advances:2 

Notes discounted and 
advances made 

Currency received and 
counted 

Coin received and counted . . 
Checks handled: 

U. S. Govt, checks 
Postal money orders . 
All other* 

Collection items handled: 
U. S. Govt, coupons paid. , 
All other 

Issues, redemptions, and ex
changes of U. S. Govt . 
securities 

Transfers of funds 

AMOUNTS HANDLED 

Discounts and advances 2 . . . . 
Currency received and 

counted 
Coin received and counted . . 
Checks handled: 

U. S. Govt, checks 
Postal money orders 
All others 

Collection items handled: 
U. S. Govt, coupons paid . 
All other 

Issues, redemptions, and ex
changes of U. S. Govt . 
securities 

Transfers of funds 

1956 

23 

4,466,739 
6,908,325 

539,359 
342,313 

2,822,601 

11,997 
17,813 

198,519 
2,123 

109,811,042 

29,104,496 
739,896 

114,173,132 
5,941,097 

,005,448,966 

2,563,075 
5,495,317 

421,612,394 
,233,509,550 

1955 

21 

4 ,282,562 
7,008,777 

503,516 
347,351 

2,643,561 

12,301 
16,368 

191,922 
1,960 

88,436,422 

27,461 
752 

123 
5 

,215, 
,814, 

929,846 

595, 
354, 

,048 
,345 

,681 
754 
430 

305 
604 

429 ,701 , 
1,091,608, 

960 
891 

1954 

10 

4 ,384 ,270 
7,064,082 

481,408 
354,368 

2 ,512,998 

12,753 
15,443 

191,112 
1,808 

22,871,449 

28,482,428 
698,819 

141,037,495 
5 ,943,178 

847,345,372 

2 ,209,045 
5,085,695 

469,247,400 
1,038,100.606 

1953 

20 

4,405,255 
5 ,889,238 

458,607 
366,807 

2,414,167 

13,703 
14,360 

177,596 
1,718 

93,438,640 

29,514,663 
607,205 

140,739,438 
6 ,091,173 

852,836,627 

2 .270,606 
4 ,615,970 

381,877,330 
876,838,475 

1952 

18 

4 ,183 ,063 
5 ,716,379 

446,084 
371,318 

2 ,292,017 

13,599 
14,172 

163,568 
1,595 

105,549,326 

27,001,076 
558,416 

119,423,270 
5 ,996,899 

808,521,799 

1,923,079 
5,103,262 

355,234,532 
767,974,539 

1 Two or more checks, coupons, etc., handled as a single item are counted as one "piece.1 

2 Exclusive of industrial loans. 
8 Revised to exclude checks drawn on the Federal Reserve Banks. 
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8« How much of the presently outstanding stock of Federal Reserve 
banks was issued on or before March 28, 1942, and hence tax exempt as to 
dividends? How much stock outstanding on which dividends are subject to 
taxation? 

On November 2, 1956, 2,737,099 shares of the total outstanding 

stock of the Federal Reserve Banks had been issued on or before March 28, 

1942, and therefore, under the law, were tax exempt as to dividends• This 

number of shares was within 5 per cent of the shares outstanding on 

March 28, 1942, and thus it is assumed that there has been only nominal, 

if any, reduction since that date. Of the present Federal Reserve Bank 

stock outstanding, 6,659,240 shares, the tax exempt portion is 41 per 

cent of the total and the balance, 3,922,141 shares or 59 per cent of the 

total, are subject to taxation. 
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9f State the terms and conditions of retirement systems applicable 
to officers and emplojrees of regional banks and the Board of Governors. 
Compare these with the terms and conditions applicable under the Federal 
Civil Service retirement plan. 

There is attached a copy of the Rules and Regulations of the 

Retirement System of the Federal Reserve Banks which includes, under 

Section 10, the provisions of the Board of Governors Plan for the employees 

of the Board, The provisions and benefits of the Board Plan are substan

tially the same as those of Federal Civil Service retirement. Some of 

the Board's employees, having come to the staff from other Government 

service, have continued to be covered by Civil Service retirement. 
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